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Editor’s Note 
 
 
This quarter we take another look at how the economy in our own Far North is track-
ing together with some discussion about the growth story in Queensland generally. 
 
Our Economics Blog is freely available and will keep you up-to-date with all the lat-
est news as it relates to the FNQ economy. Comments on the blog are often the cat-
alyst to further analysis and discussion, so if there are subjects that you would like to 
see covered in more depth in The CONUS Quarterly please let me know either by 
email or via the comments section of the blog. 
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The GDP data for the second quarter has shown a solid 

rebound from the weak data last quarter and is broadly 

in line with market expectations. On a seasonally adjust-

ed basis GDP rose 0.8% for the quarter, or 1.8% from 

the same time a year ago. This brings the cumulative 

increase for the 2016-17 financial year to a 2.0% in-

crease, which is the slowest pace of growth since the 

beginning of 2010. 

The stronger growth this quarter can be posted to a solid 
increase in Public capital formation (which added 0.6 ppts) 
and next exports which added another 0.4ppts. Inventories 
detracted 0.6 ppts. 

While household consumption, the largest component of 
GDP, rose 0.7% q/q (and contributed 0.4 ppts to GDP 
growth) this was due to a further decline in the household 
savings rate, which has fallen to 4.6%, its lowest level since 
the pre-GFC levels of 2008. In the face of weak income 
growth households are simply running down savings to 
maintain consumption levels. 

The less volatile Trend series shows growth at +0.7% (after 
some upward revisions to previous months) with annual 
growth at just +2.1%, the weakest result since Q2 2010. 

In Queensland we see State Final Demand (which does 

not include the State’s strong export sector; see FNQ 

Economy Roundup on following pages for more details 

of Queensland’s Gross State Product data) up a solid 

1.1% q/q (after Q1 was revised up from unchanged to 

+0.2%). Year on year growth is now running at +2.8% 

which is the best result in 5 years. 

Whilst growth remains fairly muted it is clear that the slow-

burn recovery in the Queensland economy remains in place. 

As we anticipated last quarter, the recovery the state is see-

ing allowed for a fairly positive state Budget as the Govern-

ment prepares for an election in the near future.  This kind of 

growth data should all be grist to that particular mill. 

In Trend terms State Final Demand rose 0.7% q/q and as 

the second chart below shows is being kept positive by the 

impact of Public sector spending (most notably public 

CAPEX which is up 4.4% q/q). Private CAPEX data shows a 

0.3% q/q increase and also saw previous quarters revised 

2nd Quarter Australian GDP 

from slight falls to small rises. 

Household expenditure grew at 0.5% for the quarter so, with 

the relatively weak private CAPEX numbers, total private 

sector expenditure was only up 0.5% for the quarter. Total 

Public sector expenditure rose 1.5% for the quarter with 

some positive revisions to previous quarters also evident 

here. 

The slowdown in building approvals data seen in Queens-

land, and nationally, recently does not bode well for future 

private sector investment and will certainly be a headwind 

for any future growth in State Final Demand. 

As the chart above makes clear, the long term trend rate of 

State Final Demand growth would appear to be a distant 

hope. The State’s domestic economy, whilst recovering from 

the slow down seen in 2015-2016, and showing some en-

couraging signs of recovery in recent quarters, still has a 

long way to go to return to its long term trend. 

Nevertheless today’s data is a strongly positive sign for the 

State’s economy. Particularly when we combine this result 

with the signs of a solidly performing export sector which is 

likely to see Gross State Product data (when we finally get 

it) looking much healthier. 
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FNQ Economy Roundup 

Since our last Conus Quarterly we have seen the re-

lease of the March quarter Queensland State Accounts 

from Treasury. While the ABS produce Gross State 

Product (GSP) data only on an annual basis for the fi-

nancial year, the QLD Treasury produce quarterly esti-

mates. We have previously seen some disparity in 

these two measures, although revisions to the Treasury 

data tend to address much of that disparity in subse-

quent quarters. 

The first quarter Treasury data for Gross State Expenditure 

(the “domestic” side of the economy) rose 0.3% q/q (after 

Q4 was revised down to +0.3% from +0.4%). This 

brings GSE on an annual basis to an increase of 1.3% (Q4 

revised down slightly to +0.6%) which is the State’s best 

result since Q2 2013.  

The ABS have QLD’s State Final Demand for the first quar-

ter at +1.0% ann (after +0.3% in Q4), which is the best re-

sult since Q1 2014. Private Sector Investment is still down 

4.0% ann but this is the slowest pace of contraction since 

Q3 2014. As the chart below demonstrates, business in-

vestment has finally stabilised after the sharp fall following 

the mining investment boom. However, Household Expendi-

ture (which is the single largest component) rose just 2.4% 

ann which is the slowest pace of growth since Q2 2015 and 

reflects weak wages growth.  

When we add in net exports we arrive at a Gross State 

Product figure for Q1 which is up 1.2% q/q (after Q4 was 

revised up to +1.1% q/q), up 2.5% ann (up from +2.1% ann 

in Q4) and up 3.9% y/y. This compares very favorably with 

the national GDP data which shows a 1.6% y/y, or 1.1% 

ann, 

Although annual Gross State Product has grown by $7.9 

bn since Q1 2016 the huge turnaround in Net Exports 

(which have gone from a $900 million deficit a year ago to 

a $4.9 bn surplus now) is the main reason for the growth 

increase.  

However one spins these numbers they look like good 

news. The domestic side of the economy, while hardly 

roaring, is ticking along slightly faster than the nation as a 

whole and booming exports has the State growing at al-

most 2 1/2 times faster than the country as a whole. There 

will be some concern that the impacts of Cyclone Debbie 

and a higher A$ will drag the Q2 figures weaker but 

(barring further significant moves in the Aussie or a col-

lapse in resource prices…neither of which we think likely) 

any such result is likely to be short-lived and have little 

impact on annual growth rates.   

Employment 

Over the past quarter the Trend unemployment rate at both 

the national level (5.6%) has nudged slightly lower while at 

the State level (6.3%) the rate has been stable.  

In our own region the positive trend which has been in 

place for some time has continued to gather pace. The 

Trend unemployment rate in Cairns has fallen to 5.0% in 

July, its lowest level in almost 9 years. Townsville has also 
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FNQ Economy Roundup cont.. 

witnessed a significant improvement (albeit from a low 

base) with Trend unemployment having fallen to 6.3%, 

which is the region’s best result since Nov 2013. 

Trend jobs growth in Cairns over the past 12 months has 

reached 12,500 with the bulk (9,700) of those being full-

time. The total employed in Cairns now sits at a record high 

(barring the solar eclipse peak from Nov 2012). 

Townsville has also seen solid jobs growth with employment 

up 15,700 over the past 12 months with 9,500 of those full-

time. Total employment in the region remains well below the 

highs seen early 2011 and there is clearly still scope for 

further improvements. 

One of the major themes to come out of the Trend regional 

data in recent months has been a significant improvement 

in the Rest of Queensland relative to the Greater Brisbane 

area. Over the past 12 months the regions have added 

45,100 employed (with 33,800 of those full-time) while 

Greater Brisbane has added just 18,900, but more dramati-

cally has lost 12,700 full-time employed. 

Building Approvals 

The level of residential building approvals across the state 

and the nation has seen some stability in recent months. 

However, when we consider the breakdown across the 

state we see that there has been a return of some growth in 

the Greater Brisbane area while the Rest of Queensland 

has continued a slide that started in the middle of last year. 

Looking at the Conus Trend data for the Cairns SA4 region 

we see July approvals sitting at 77 (unchanged from June, 

although last month was revised down from an initial esti-

mate of 80). 

In Townsville things look very similar with the Trend ap-

provals bumping along the bottom, where they have been 

since the end of 2015. Conus Trend approvals in Towns-

ville sit at 79 (down slightly from 80 in June, although this 

was revised up from 78). 

The Conus Trend data at the LGA level shows Cairns Re-

gional Council (incl Douglas Shire) falling to 53, Cassowary 

Coast Regional Council stable at 6, Tablelands Regional 

Council (incl Mareeba Shire) also stable at 18 while Towns-

ville City Council is stable at 72 (after a revision up from 

68).  

 

Tourism 

Tourism remains perhaps the brightest star in the econom-

ic firmament in FNQ. However, even here things are cer-

tainly not smelling of roses. 

As we suggested last quarter, the Tourism Research Aus-

tralia National Visitor Survey underwent some radical revi-

sions with the release of the data for the March quarter this 

year. However, rather than allay any fears that the down-

turn in domestic visitations to the area was a statistical 

aberration, the revision has simply confirmed the slowdown 

is well entrenched. 
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In the year to March 2017 domestic visitor expenditure in 

TNQ (on both overnight and day visits) has fallen by almost 

7%. When we add in the effect of inflation the real decline in 

well in excess of 7%.  

The number of domestic overnight visitors to the region has 

fallen by 7% this year while they have increased by 3% 

across the nation and are up by 4% for Queensland. Clearly 

the TNQ region is doing badly on the domestic front and the 

burning question is “why?” 

There has been plenty of speculation that media coverage 

of the two mass-bleaching events on the GBR in the past 

two years may have contributed to domestic visitors staying 

away. Certainly the timing of the slowdown would tie-in with 

these significant events.  

Tropical Cyclone Debbie (which hit the Whitsundays to-

wards the end of March 2017) may have had some impact 

on visitor numbers in the last couple of weeks of March giv-

en the system hung around for a while and, earlier, had 

been forecast to impact much further north. However, as the 

chart below makes clear, the decline had been well in place 

long before any such (minor) effect could have been felt. 

The decline in domestic tourism data for the region has 

come on the back of a very sharp ramp up from mid-2014 

so it may simply be that what we are witnessing is merely a 

slowdown in an otherwise intact move higher. It is true that 

domestic expenditure in March 2017 was still more than 3% 

higher than June 2015 (although allowing for inflation effec-

tively wipes out those gains). The June 2017 quarter data 

will be released in a fortnight so we will be watching with 

keen interest to see if the domestic slide is halted or wheth-

er this trend is something we should really be starting to get 

worried about. 

Even on the International front there are worrying signs ap-

pearing for the new CEO of TTNQ. The latest International 

Visitor Survey for the June quarter shows visitors to TNQ 

rose just 4.5% over the year in the face of increases of 

8.7% for the nation as a whole and 5.6% for Queensland 

(Queensland is now attracting its lowest ever share of the 

total Australian international market!). 

Perhaps more worryingly still is the fact that expenditures, 

while they were up 10% in Australia and 3.2% in Queens-

land, actually fell in TNQ by 0.4%. The average spend per 

visitor to the region was down 4.8% for the year...over 6% 

in real terms. 

Even the Chinese market has started to contract with a 

1.2% y/y fall the worst in almost 8 years. The industry 

needs to answer the question as to what the region is not 

providing to attract the growing international market. 
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